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                    The new kitchen look without the new kitchen price.

                    free estimate
            

Revitalize your kitchen with our professional cabinet refacing services, catering to New Haven and Fairfield Counties, Connecticut. Transform your space with expert craftsmanship, quality materials, and a commitment to excellence. Elevate both the aesthetics and functionality of your kitchen with our tailored solutions. Trust us to bring a fresh, modern look to your cabinets, enhancing the overall appeal of your home. Discover the beauty of a renewed kitchen space with our dedicated services.


        


        
        

          
            
                Embark on a kitchen transformation journey with our expert cabinet refacing services in New Haven and Fairfield Counties, Connecticut. As a premier contractor, our company is committed to delivering excellence in every detail of your kitchen renovation.

                
                    
                        
                            kitchen cabinet refacing

                             We replace your cabinet doors and drawer fronts. Choose a new style and color!

                            Learn more
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                        Revitalize your kitchen with our professional cabinet refacing services, catering to New Haven and Fairfield Counties, Connecticut. Transform your space with expert craftsmanship, quality materials, and a commitment to excellence. Elevate both the aesthetics and functionality of your kitchen with our tailored solutions. Trust us to bring a fresh, modern look to your cabinets, enhancing the overall appeal of your home. Discover the beauty of a renewed kitchen space with our dedicated services.

                    

                

              

        


        
            
                At "doors drawers and more", we take pride in our meticulous approach to cabinet refacing. Our team of dedicated contractors possesses the skills and expertise needed to breathe new life into your kitchen. With a focus on quality materials and craftsmanship, we ensure that your cabinets not only look stunning but also stand the test of time.

                
                    
                        
                            kitchen cabinet painting

                             We repaint your doors, drawer fronts and cabinet boxes, with a professional-grade finish.

                            Learn more
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                            Kitchen Cabinet Carpentry & more

                            Our master carpenters will “diagnose your cabinets” and make practical recommendations to make your kitchen more efficient, functional and beautiful.

                            Learn more

                        

                        As one of the leading companies in the industry, we understand the importance of a functional and aesthetically pleasing kitchen. Our comprehensive approach involves assessing your unique needs, providing tailored solutions, and executing the project with precision.
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               Welcome to the premier kitchen cabinet refacing experts serving New Haven and Fairfield Counties, Connecticut. As your trusted kitchen renovation contractor, we specialize in transforming spaces with our top-notch refacing services. Our team of skilled contractors is dedicated to delivering quality craftsmanship and unmatched expertise. Trust one of the leading companies in the industry to breathe new life into your kitchen cabinets. Explore the difference that our reputable company can make in enhancing both the aesthetic appeal and functionality of your kitchen. Discover the ultimate solution for a refreshed and modern kitchen space with our professional cabinet refacing services.

               
                   
                       
                           Kitchen Organizers

                           Do more with your drawers! Our solid maple drawer boxes and pull-outs are made in Connecticut with dove-tailed construction, featuring Blum(R) soft-close drawer slides and are customized to the size of your cabinets to provide beauty and functionality.

                           Learn more
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                       Revitalize your kitchen with [Your Company Name]. Join countless satisfied clients who have entrusted us with their cabinet refacing projects. Contact us today to schedule a consultation and take the first step towards a stunning, functional, and modern kitchen.
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                          Visit our showroom  in Norwalk, CT!



                          

                        

                            Address


                            194 Main Street, Suite 2B, Norwalk, CT 06851 



                            Get directions
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                            Hours


                            By appointment only. 


                          Please call ahead.



                          

                            Phone


                            (203) 423-0671
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